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PODIS® Plus

Easily identify billing errors with PODIS
Our powerful software may improve your practice’s
reimbursement

PODIS Plus, our versatile inventory management solution, gives you the tools needed
to easily keep an eye on your practice’s finances by identifying mismatches between
dispensing and billing. PODIS offers a large array of reporting features that form an
essential safety net for your practice’s finances.

PODIS works to identify billing errors and provide visibility into the big picture with:

Billing accuracy reports that identify mistakes so you can you rectify them quickly
Accounts receivable reports that highlight treatments not yet reimbursed
A profit report which shows any gaps between the amount you paid and the
reimbursement received from your patient or their insurance provider

The wide range of reports in PODIS allow you to master revenue cycle management
and gain insights that help you track payments down to the dose and patient level.
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What's new in PODIS Plus
Recent updates and enhancements

We're constantly enhancing PODIS and adding new features to streamline workflows
help users get the information they need every day. These are just a few of the recent
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help users get the information they need every day. These are just a few of the recent
changes:

You can now customize the home page dashboard to show the information you
need at your fingertips
Easier ordering: order straight from the inventory forecast report
Better handling of manufacturers' 2D barcodes

Plus a full pipeline of new features coming in 2024!
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